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Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and
their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to
be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages, Michael Porter’s The
Competitive Advantage of Nations has changed completely our conception of how prosperity is
created and sustained in the modern global economy. Porter’s groundbreaking study of
international competitiveness has shaped national policy in countries around the world. It has
also transformed thinking and action in states, cities, companies, and even entire regions such
as Central America. Based on research in ten leading trading nations, The Competitive
Advantage of Nations offers the first theory of competitiveness based on the causes of the
productivity with which companies compete. Porter shows how traditional comparative
advantages such as natural resources and pools of labor have been superseded as sources of
prosperity, and how broad macroeconomic accounts of competitiveness are insufficient. The
book introduces Porter’s “diamond,” a whole new way to understand the competitive position
of a nation (or other locations) in global competition that is now an integral part of international
business thinking. Porter's concept of “clusters,” or groups of interconnected firms, suppliers,
related industries, and institutions that arise in particular locations, has become a new way for
companies and governments to think about economies, assess the competitive advantage of
locations, and set public policy. Even before publication of the book, Porter’s theory had
guided national reassessments in New Zealand and elsewhere. His ideas and personal
involvement have shaped strategy in countries as diverse as the Netherlands, Portugal,
Taiwan, Costa Rica, and India, and regions such as Massachusetts, California, and the
Basque country. Hundreds of cluster initiatives have flourished throughout the world. In an era
of intensifying global competition, this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has
become the standard by which all future work must be measured.
For students, DIY hobbyists, and science buffs, who can no longer get real chemistry sets, this
one-of-a-kind guide explains how to set up and use a home chemistry lab, with step-by-step
instructions for conducting experiments in basic chemistry -- not just to make pretty colors and
stinky smells, but to learn how to do real lab work: Purify alcohol by distillation Produce
hydrogen and oxygen gas by electrolysis Smelt metallic copper from copper ore you make
yourself Analyze the makeup of seawater, bone, and other common substances Synthesize oil
of wintergreen from aspirin and rayon fiber from paper Perform forensics tests for fingerprints,
blood, drugs, and poisons and much more From the 1930s through the 1970s, chemistry sets
were among the most popular Christmas gifts, selling in the millions. But two decades ago, real
chemistry sets began to disappear as manufacturers and retailers became concerned about
liability. ,em>The Illustrated Guide to Home Chemistry Experiments steps up to the plate with
lessons on how to equip your home chemistry lab, master laboratory skills, and work safely in
your lab. The bulk of this book consists of 17 hands-on chapters that include multiple
laboratory sessions on the following topics: Separating Mixtures Solubility and Solutions
Colligative Properties of Solutions Introduction to Chemical Reactions & Stoichiometry
Reduction-Oxidation (Redox) Reactions Acid-Base Chemistry Chemical Kinetics Chemical
Equilibrium and Le Chatelier's Principle Gas Chemistry Thermochemistry and Calorimetry
Electrochemistry Photochemistry Colloids and Suspensions Qualitative Analysis Quantitative
Analysis Synthesis of Useful Compounds Forensic Chemistry With plenty of full-color
illustrations and photos, Illustrated Guide to Home Chemistry Experiments offers introductory
level sessions suitable for a middle school or first-year high school chemistry laboratory
course, and more advanced sessions suitable for students who intend to take the College
Board Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry exam. A student who completes all of the
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laboratories in this book will have done the equivalent of two full years of high school chemistry
lab work or a first-year college general chemistry laboratory course. This hands-on introduction
to real chemistry -- using real equipment, real chemicals, and real quantitative experiments -- is
ideal for the many thousands of young people and adults who want to experience the magic of
chemistry.
Technology and increasing levels of education have exposed people to more information than
ever before. These societal gains, however, have also helped fuel a surge in narcissistic and
misguided intellectual egalitarianism that has crippled informed debates on any number of
issues. Today, everyone knows everything: with only a quick trip through WebMD or Wikipedia,
average citizens believe themselves to be on an equal intellectual footing with doctors and
diplomats. All voices, even the most ridiculous, demand to be taken with equal seriousness,
and any claim to the contrary is dismissed as undemocratic elitism. Tom Nichols' The Death of
Expertise shows how this rejection of experts has occurred: the openness of the internet, the
emergence of a customer satisfaction model in higher education, and the transformation of the
news industry into a 24-hour entertainment machine, among other reasons. Paradoxically, the
increasingly democratic dissemination of information, rather than producing an educated
public, has instead created an army of ill-informed and angry citizens who denounce
intellectual achievement. When ordinary citizens believe that no one knows more than anyone
else, democratic institutions themselves are in danger of falling either to populism or to
technocracy or, in the worst case, a combination of both. An update to the 2017breakout hit,
the paperback edition of The Death of Expertise provides a new foreword to cover the alarming
exacerbation of these trends in the aftermath of Donald Trump's election. Judging from events
on the ground since it first published, The Death of Expertise issues a warning about the
stability and survival of modern democracy in the Information Age that is even more important
today.
Polymers are used in everything from nylon stockings to commercial aircraft to artificial heart
valves, and they have a key role in addressing international competitiveness and other national
issues. Polymer Science and Engineering explores the universe of polymers, describing their
properties and wide-ranging potential, and presents the state of the science, with a hard look at
downward trends in research support. Leading experts offer findings, recommendations, and
research directions. Lively vignettes provide snapshots of polymers in everyday applications.
The volume includes an overview of the use of polymers in such fields as medicine and
biotechnology, information and communication, housing and construction, energy and
transportation, national defense, and environmental protection. The committee looks at the
various classes of polymers--plastics, fibers, composites, and other materials, as well as
polymers used as membranes and coatings--and how their composition and specific methods
of processing result in unparalleled usefulness. The reader can also learn the science behind
the technology, including efforts to model polymer synthesis after nature's methods, and
breakthroughs in characterizing polymer properties needed for twenty-first-century
applications. This informative volume will be important to chemists, engineers, materials
scientists, researchers, industrialists, and policymakers interested in the role of polymers, as
well as to science and engineering educators and students.
“A joyous, exuberantly fun-filled novel of second chances. An absolute delight from start to
finish!” —Sarah Haywood, New York Times bestselling author “Bracing, hilarious, warm, this
novel is as wayward and mad as the human heart.” —Judy Blundell, New York Times
bestselling author A hilarious and heartfelt debut novel following three generations of a
boisterous family whose simmering tensions boil over when a home aide enters the picture,
becoming the calamitous force that will either undo or remake this family—perfect for fans of
Where’d You Go, Bernadette and Evvie Drake Starts Over. When Kevin Gogarty’s
irrepressible eighty-three-year-old mother, Millie, is caught shoplifting yet again, he has no
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choice but to hire a caretaker to keep an eye on her. Kevin, recently unemployed, is already at
his wits’ end tending to a full house while his wife travels to exotic locales for work, leaving him
solo with his sulky, misbehaved teenaged daughter, Aideen, whose troubles escalate when
she befriends the campus rebel at her new boarding school. Into the Gogarty fray steps Sylvia,
Millie’s upbeat home aide, who appears at first to be their saving grace—until she catapults the
Gogarty clan into their greatest crisis yet. With charm, humor, and pathos to spare, Good Eggs
is a delightful study in self-determination; the notion that it’s never too late to start living; and
the unique redemption that family, despite its maddening flaws, can offer.

"The signature undertaking of the Twenty-Second Edition was clarifying the QC
practices necessary to perform the methods in this manual. Section in Part 1000 were
rewritten, and detailed QC sections were added in Parts 2000 through 7000. These
changes are a direct and necessary result of the mandate to stay abreast of regulatory
requirements and a policy intended to clarify the QC steps considered to be an integral
part of each test method. Additional QC steps were added to almost half of the
sections."--Pref. p. iv.
This book is the result of a joint research effort led by the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences and involving the Royal Scientific Society of Jordan, the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities, and the Palestine Health Council. It discusses opportunities
for enhancement of water supplies and avoidance of overexploitation of water
resources in the Middle East. Based on the concept that ecosystem goods and services
are essential to maintaining water quality and quantity, the book emphasizes
conservation, improved use of current technologies, and water management
approaches that are compatible with environmental quality.
A key team member behind The Secret and his business partner offer the specific tools
and mental strategies to help readers leap ahead in any career or business venture and
achieve major financial success. In this visionary work, New York Times bestselling
author John Assaraf and business guru Murray Smith reinvent the business book for
the twenty-first century. Two of the most successful entrepreneurs in the world, they
combine forces to bring their special insights and techniques together in a revolutionary
guide for success in the modern business environment. Assaraf and Smith know how to
minimize risk and maximize success, and The Answer provides a framework for sharing
their wisdom, experience, and skills with the millions of people who want to accomplish
their own dreams in life. Using cutting-edge research into brain science and quantum
physics, they show how readers can actually rewire their brains for success and create
the kind of extraordinary lives they want. By teaching readers how to attract and use
newly discovered "uncommon" senses to achieve business success, the authors
demonstrate the beliefs, habits, thoughts, and actions that they have used to build
eighteen multimillion-dollar companies. Any reader who follows this step-by-step
process to build his or her career will experience an enormous life transformation and
reach an exceptional level of living.
New techniques to refresh and recharge your brands How do you establish and
maintain a strong long-term relationship between your brand and your consumers?
Successful brand managers know that it is all about trust and keeping the consumers
engaged. The success of recent "green" campaigns as a means of connecting with,
satisfying, and attracting new consumers is just the tip of the iceberg. As the
international playing field continues to be leveled, in order to sustain and expand their
success, brand owners must interact with their customers more than ever before,
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forging new and stronger links, and increasing their stock of social capital. At last, there
is a book that addresses the growing significance of social capital in the business world.
Brand Valued explores how as the strength, depth, and quality of interactions between
a brand and its customers improve, increased opportunities to demonstrate
trustworthiness arise. This in turn creates a self-fulfilling cycle, wherein trust begets
social capital, which begets more trust—and even shared thinking—not to mention better
sales. Brand Valued will receive the full support of Havas, the fifth largest global
communication and marketing services group in the world. In easy to understand terms,
and using concrete examples, Brand Valued provides: The tools necessary to stimulate
dialogue—and new ways of thinking—between a brand and its intended audience
Methods for extending brand messaging to wider audiences Ideas on how to make
brands the engines of social capital, getting rid of unsustainable practices to foster
more sustainable patterns of consumer behaviour Suggestions for the development of a
new brand strategy that reduces costs through innovative and lasting solutions to
problems Unpublished data on the role of consumer trust in new products based on
research carried out by the Havas Group across over 150 brands in nine different
markets A wiki component to the book in an accompanying website. Designed to forge
stronger channels of dialogue and communication with customers and consumers, the
book is a must-read for anyone committed to keeping their brand relevant in the twentyfirst century.
A respected resource for decades, the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals has been updated by a committee of experts, taking into consideration input
from the scientific and laboratory animal communities and the public at large. The
Guide incorporates new scientific information on common laboratory animals, including
aquatic species, and includes extensive references. It is organized around major
components of animal use: Key concepts of animal care and use. The Guide sets the
framework for the humane care and use of laboratory animals. Animal care and use
program. The Guide discusses the concept of a broad Program of Animal Care and
Use, including roles and responsibilities of the Institutional Official, Attending
Veterinarian and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal
environment, husbandry, and management. A chapter on this topic is now divided into
sections on terrestrial and aquatic animals and provides recommendations for housing
and environment, husbandry, behavioral and population management, and more.
Veterinary care. The Guide discusses veterinary care and the responsibilities of the
Attending Veterinarian. It includes recommendations on animal procurement and
transportation, preventive medicine (including animal biosecurity), and clinical care and
management. The Guide addresses distress and pain recognition and relief, and issues
surrounding euthanasia. Physical plant. The Guide identifies design issues, providing
construction guidelines for functional areas; considerations such as drainage, vibration
and noise control, and environmental monitoring; and specialized facilities for animal
housing and research needs. The Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
provides a framework for the judgments required in the management of animal facilities.
This updated and expanded resource of proven value will be important to scientists and
researchers, veterinarians, animal care personnel, facilities managers, institutional
administrators, policy makers involved in research issues, and animal welfare
advocates.
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Monthly current affairs magazine from a Christian perspective with a focus on politics,
society, economics and culture.
Because Growing Up Shouldn’t Be a Mystery Girls’ bodies do the craziest things!
They can kick soccer balls and spin perfect pirouettes, or they can trip up the stairs and
break out in zits. As you grow and your body goes through some pretty wild changes,
you might be wondering things like: Why don’t I look like her? I have to use that? Is this
normal? And, Why is this happening to me? The Ultimate Body Book for Girls answers
all those awkward questions you’d rather not ask your mom—at least out loud. Mixing
fun with great advice, you’ll learn about bras, boys, periods, pimples, and so much
more. Most importantly, you’ll learn that God made you exactly the way he wants
you—no matter how weird growing up can be.
The definitive and essential source of reference for all laboratories involved in the
analysis of human semen.
Fundamental societal changes resulted from the necessity of people to get organized in
mining, transporting, processing, and circulating the heavy metals and their follow-up
products, which in consequence resulted in a differentiation of society into diversified
professions and even societal strata. Heavy metals are highly demanded technological
materials, which drive welfare and progress of the human society, and often play
essential metabolic roles. However, their eminent toxicity challenges the field of
chemistry, physics, engineering, cleaner production, electronics, metabolomics, botany,
biotechnology, and microbiology in an interdisciplinary and cross-sectorial manner.
Today, all these scientific disciplines are called to dedicate their efforts in a synergistic
way to avoid exposure of heavy metals into the eco- and biosphere, to reliably monitor
and quantify heavy metal contamination, and to foster the development of novel
strategies to remediate damage caused by heavy metals.
Everything is ObviousWhy Common Sense is NonsenseAtlantic Books
What will you learn from this book? It’s no secret the world around you is becoming
more connected, more configurable, more programmable, more computational. You
can remain a passive participant, or you can learn to code. With Head First Learn to
Code you’ll learn how to think computationally and how to write code to make your
computer, mobile device, or anything with a CPU do things for you. Using the Python
programming language, you’ll learn step by step the core concepts of programming as
well as many fundamental topics from computer science, such as data structures,
storage, abstraction, recursion, and modularity. Why does this book look so different?
Based on the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory, Head First Learn
to Code uses a visually rich format to engage your mind, rather than a text-heavy
approach that puts you to sleep. Why waste your time struggling with new concepts?
This multi-sensory learning experience is designed for the way your brain really works.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are
interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social
consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New
Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the
context of society and culture.
The CEFR Companion volume broadens the scope of language education. It reflects
academic and societal developments since the publication of the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and updates the 2001 version. It owes
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much to the contributions of members of the language teaching profession across
Europe and beyond. This volume contains: ? an explanation of the key aspects of the
CEFR for teaching and learning; ? a complete set of updated CEFR descriptors that
replaces the 2001 set with: - modality-inclusive and gender-neutral descriptors; - added
detail on listening and reading; - a new Pre–A1 level, plus enriched description at A1
and C levels; - a replacement scale for phonological competence; - new scales for
mediation, online interaction and plurilingual/pluricultural competence; - new scales for
sign language competence; ? a short report on the four-year development, validation
and consultation processes. The CEFR Companion volume represents another step in
a process of engagement with language education that has been pursued by the
Council of Europe since 1971 and which seeks to: ? promote and support the learning
and teaching of modern languages; ? enhance intercultural dialogue, and thus mutual
understanding, social cohesion and democracy; ? protect linguistic and cultural diversity
in Europe; and ? promote the right to quality education for all.
Why is the Mona Lisa the most famous painting in the world? Why did Facebook
succeed when other social networking sites failed? Did the surge in Iraq really lead to
less violence? And does higher pay incentivize people to work harder? If you think the
answers to these questions are a matter of common sense, think again. As sociologist
and network science pioneer Duncan Watts explains in this provocative book, the
explanations that we give for the outcomes that we observe in life-explanations that
seem obvious once we know the answer-are less useful than they seem. Watts shows
how commonsense reasoning and history conspire to mislead us into thinking that we
understand more about the world of human behavior than we do; and in turn, why
attempts to predict, manage, or manipulate social and economic systems so often go
awry. Only by understanding how and when common sense fails can we improve how
we plan for the future, as well as understand the present-an argument that has
important implications in politics, business, marketing, and even everyday life.
The same amount of water has been present on our planet for about 4 billion years,
since shortly after the Earth was formed. Since then it has cycled through evaporation,
condensation, precipitation and surface runoff multiple times. Water scarcity as an
abiotic factor ranging from moderate to severe stress levels, accompanied by loss of
moisture in the soil, is extremely hard for most organisms to cope with, particularly
terrestrial plants and their food-chain dependents. Because of the potential for
increasing temporary, or posssibly permanent, drought conditions in the future, there is
intense focus on improving plant resistance to drought and increasing yield
performance in water- limited environments through genotype selection in important
crops. This book aims to contribute to understanding of how plants and other organisms
respond to water stress conditions, and the various survival strategies adopted under
differing moisture levels.
Praise for the first edition: “This excellent text will be useful to everysystem engineer
(SE) regardless of the domain. It covers ALLrelevant SE material and does so in a very
clear, methodicalfashion. The breadth and depth of the author's presentation ofSE
principles and practices is outstanding.” –Philip Allen This textbook presents a
comprehensive, step-by-step guide toSystem Engineering analysis, design, and
development via anintegrated set of concepts, principles, practices, andmethodologies.
The methods presented in this text apply to any typeof human system -- small, medium,
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and large organizational systemsand system development projects delivering
engineered systems orservices across multiple business sectors such as
medical,transportation, financial, educational, governmental, aerospace anddefense,
utilities, political, and charity, among others. Provides a common focal point for
“bridgingthe gap” between and unifying System Users, System Acquirers,multidiscipline System Engineering, and Project, Functional, andExecutive Management
education, knowledge, and decision-making fordeveloping systems, products, or
services Each chapter provides definitions of key terms,guiding principles, examples,
author’s notes, real-worldexamples, and exercises, which highlight and reinforce key
SE&Dconcepts and practices Addresses concepts employed in Model-BasedSystems
Engineering (MBSE), Model-Driven Design (MDD), UnifiedModeling Language
(UMLTM) / Systems Modeling Language(SysMLTM), and Agile/Spiral/V-Model
Development such asuser needs, stories, and use cases analysis;
specificationdevelopment; system architecture development; User-Centric
SystemDesign (UCSD); interface definition & control; systemintegration & test; and
Verification & Validation(V&V) Highlights/introduces a new 21st Century
SystemsEngineering & Development (SE&D) paradigm that is easy tounderstand and
implement. Provides practices that are critical stagingpoints for technical decision
making such as Technical StrategyDevelopment; Life Cycle requirements; Phases,
Modes, & States;SE Process; Requirements Derivation; System
ArchitectureDevelopment, User-Centric System Design (UCSD);
EngineeringStandards, Coordinate Systems, and Conventions; et al. Thoroughly
illustrated, with end-of-chapter exercises andnumerous case studies and examples,
Systems EngineeringAnalysis, Design, and Development, Second Edition is a
primarytextbook for multi-discipline, engineering, system analysis, andproject
management undergraduate/graduate level students and avaluable reference for
professionals.
December 2, 2004, started out like any other day for Gary Tim Collins. As a University
of Toledo alumnus, Gary was looking forward to the Mid-American Conference
championship game at Ford Field against the University of Miami with his friends. But
he wouldn't see or remember the game. Just as he was about to sit down to enjoy the
game, he was struck with seizures that landed him in Henry Ford's Intensive Care Unit
in a coma for two weeks. It was the prayers of friends and loved ones that helped bring
him back. This traumatic experience brought Gary closer to God, when he had
previously struggled with finding his purpose and really felt God had something else in
mind for him. That something else turned out to be this book, The Light That Illuminates
the Flame. In this book, Gary explores common themes of Christianity, like who God is,
what he does in our lives, the importance of his Word, the life of Jesus Christ, and, in
turn, the way we should live our lives as his faithful followers to draw near to him. It is a
thank you to the Almighty God who gave all and saved a man from losing it all. Marty
Pennington Lead Pastor Mainstreet Church Walbridge, Ohio. Gary Tim Collins taught
for over twenty-four years in the Toledo public school system, working with
handicapped and disadvantaged high school students. He lives in Ohio and is actively
involved in his church. This is his first book. This is a book that would be good for any
growing Christian to read. Gary takes much of his personal life experiences and puts
them into layman's terms so that all can learn and grow. As you, like all of us, struggle
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with life's issues, this book will certainly help you work with your own struggles as well
as prepare you to help others on their journey of life. Terry R. Smith Congregational
Care Pastor, Mainstreet Church
World population is growing at an alarming rate and is anticipated to reach about six
billion by the end of year 2050. On the other hand, agricultural productivity is not
increasing at a required rate to keep up with the food demand. The reasons for this are
water shortages, depleting soil fertility and mainly various abiotic stresses. The fast
pace at which developments and novel findings that are recently taking place in the
cutting edge areas of molecular biology and basic genetics, have reinforced and
augmented the efficiency of science outputs in dealing with plant abiotic stresses. In
depth understanding of the stresses and their effects on plants is of paramount
importance to evolve effective strategies to counter them. This book is broadly dived
into sections on the stresses, their mechanisms and tolerance, genetics and adaptation,
and focuses on the mechanic aspects in addition to touching some adaptation features.
The chief objective of the book hence is to deliver state of the art information for
comprehending the nature of abiotic stress in plants. We attempted here to present a
judicious mixture of outlooks in order to interest workers in all areas of plant sciences.

Looks at four key analytic processes that aid decision making.
This book contains Massachusetts Uniform State Plumbing Code, 248 CMR for
the all plumbing related codes for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
For more than 160 years, the cannabis industry was a valued and trusted friend
of the American people. Thirty-one consecutive presidents, including George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln, didn’t have a problem with the cannabis
plant. It was the most valued commodity traded for on the free market until 1937.
In Secrets of the Cannabis Industry, author Chuck Allen Jr. provides a look at the
cannabis industry and the men and women who risk their family, friends, and
freedom to work within it. Each chapter narrates a story from the subculture of
cannabis entrepreneurs. There’s Professor Muzzo, who unknowingly helped one
of his students achieve financial success by selling a popular fast-food item
spiced with a secret ingredient; a postal employee with a secret garden in his
basement; an entrepreneur who made a fortune selling franchises for indoorgrowing opportunities; and a fireman’s wife who owned a video store with extraspecial movie-rental benefits. Secrets of the Cannabis Industry considers the
courage and the determination of these entrepreneurs and shares the secrets of
how they became independent and financially successful in the cannabis
industry.
In more than five decades as a reporter, editor and publisher, Peter Osnos has
had an especially good view of momentous events and relationships with some
of the most influential personalities of our time.As a young journalist for
I.F.Stone's Weekly, one of the leading publications of the turbulent 1960s and in
18 years at The Washington Post , he covered the war in Vietnam and
Cambodia, the Soviet Union at the height of Kremlin power, Washington D.C. as
National Editor, "Swinging London" in the 60s and Thatcher's Britain in the
1980s.At Random House and the company he founded, PublicAffairs, he was
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responsible for books by four presidents -Carter, Clinton, Obama and Trump;
celebrated Washington figures including Robert McNamara, House Speaker Tip
O'Neill and Vernon Jordan, first ladies Rosalynn Carter and Nancy Reagan, the
billionaire George Soros, basketball superstars Kareem Abdul Jabbar and Magic
Johnson, legendary spies, political dissidents and the writers, Molly Ivins and
Peggy Noonan, among many others. In this unusually wide-ranging memoir,
Osnos uses a reporter's skills to portray historic events and encounters beginning
with his parents' extraordinary World War II experiences escaping Europe to
India, where he was born, to the present day. He shares unique portraits of the
famous people he worked with and an insider's perspective of the news and
publishing businesses.As he charts the evolution of his career and recent history,
he also explores the influence and impact of family, character, curiosity, luck,
resilience, a well-pressed suit and some unexpected wrinkles. Also featuring a
"virtual attic" of photographs.
"This wide-ranging collection of essays re-opens the connection between science
fiction and the increasingly science-fictional world. Kevin Alexander Boon
reminds us of the degree to which the epistemology of science fiction infects
modern political discourse. Károly Pintér explores the narrative structures of
utopian estrangement, and Tamás Bényei and Brian Attebery take us deeper into
the cultural exchanges between science fiction and the literary and political
worlds. In the second half, Donald Morse, Nicholas Ruddick and Éva Federmayer
look at the way in which science fiction has tackled major ethical issues, while
Amy Novak and Kálmán Matolcsy consider memory and evolution as cultural
batteries. The book ends with important discussions of East German and
Hungarian science fiction by Usch Kiausch and Donald Morse respectively. I
envisage that the book will find a market both among academics and as a
recommended text to undergraduates as it offers interesting essays on important
readers. The tendency for science fiction to be offered as a literature class to
science majors is not usually considered, but this book would be particularly
appropriate for such a market." Dr. Farah Mendelsohn, Middlesex University
This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of
software architecture which clearly defines and explains the topic.
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